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NANOE turns to KIMYA
to conquer the North American 3D printing market
During the opening of AMUG in Chicago on April 3, 2022, the French producer of ceramics for
additive manufacturing, NANOE, announced with KIMYA an exclusive marketing partnership for
Zetamix filaments in the US and Canada. NANOE is relying on the presence in North America of
the additive manufacturing expert KIMYA to support its international growth.
Zetamix filaments by NANOE enter the North American market
An expert in ceramics since its founding in 2008, NANOE is establishing an exclusive partnership with
KIMYA, an ARMOR group company specializing in the formulation and production of materials and
providing support to industrial operators in the onshoring of bespoke parts production. KIMYA will now be
offering Nanoe's Zetamix filaments in the North American market. Suitable for FDM (fused deposition
modeling) 3D printers, the Zetamix by NANOE ceramic and metal filaments offer the right mechanical and
thermal properties for producing bespoke and robust parts able to resist temperatures of up to 1600°C.
These filaments are notably used in laboratory applications (specimen holders, crucibles, etc.) and by
industrial operators in a variety of fields, such as jewelry and aerospace (watch cases, sensors in aviation
sensors…).
"We are delighted to be expanding our distribution channels in strategic regions like North America thanks
to our partner KIMYA, with which we share a vision and the know-how in technical materials for the
production of finished parts. We are fully confident in its ability to represent our filament range in this market
and to help us extend the use of ceramic and metallic additive manufacturing on the international stage",
states Guillaume de Calan, co-founder of NANOE.
KIMYA and NANOE, two specialists uniting their know-how
Operating in the North American market since 2019, the French company KIMYA provides support to
international industrial operators for their additive manufacturing projects requiring the production of
finished parts, thanks to the design and production of bespoke 3D materials. KIMYA also offers ranges of
ready-to-use filaments with specific chemical and mechanical properties. Through this partnership, the
additive manufacturing expert is expanding its range with the addition of ceramic and metallic filaments to
its current offering of materials.
"At KIMYA, it is our goal to establish a long-term presence in the North American market. Already in 2020
we installed new semi-finished product cutting lines at our ARMOR USA premises, in order to better serve
the specific demands of our American industrial customers. In 2021, North America accounted for 35% of
the global 3D printing market, estimated to be worth USD 17 billion1. This is why we are determined to
establish even stronger local roots, notably by now extending our range of 3D materials with the Zetamix
by NANOE filaments. These hi-tech materials complement our own range, providing solutions for the
production of finished parts via additive manufacturing", concludes Pierre-Antoine Pluvinage, Business
Development Director at KIMYA.
Meet Guillaume de Calan, co-founder of NANOE to learn more about the ceramic
additive manufacturing in the North American market
Thursday April 7, 2022
11:30am (Chicago time): the "Innovation in AM Materials" round table in the Continental B
Lobby Level of the AMUG, alongside Cody Burke (PrintParts), Salvador Ortega
(Natureworks) and Ron Adams (Questek)
2:30pm (Chicago time): press meeting at KIMYA’s booth (booth 57)
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About KIMYA
KIMYA, an ARMOR group company, provides support for international companies' additive manufacturing projects for the production of finished
parts through the design and production of bespoke and high added-value materials. With several dozen employees, KIMYA has a production site
covering over 2000 m2 in France and an office in the US. www.kimya.fr
About ARMOR
ARMOR specialises in the industrial formulation of inks and the coating of thin layers onto thin films. The Group is the global market leader in the
design and manufacture of thermal transfer ribbons for printing variable traceability data on labels and flexible packaging (ARMOR-IIMAK). Major
European player in innovative and sustainable inks and consumables as well as printing services (ARMOR Print Solutions), the Group is a pioneer
in the development and production of industrial inks (A-2-i) and innovative materials, such as organic solar films (ASCA), coated collectors for
electric batteries (En’SafeÒ) and bespoke filaments for additive manufacturing (KIMYA). With an international presence, ARMOR has nearly 2,450
employees in some 20 different countries. In 2020 it posted annual revenue of €403m. Each year the group invests nearly €30m in industrial
equipment and R&D. ARMOR is a responsible company committed to stimulating innovation within society. www.armor-group.com
About NANOE
NANOE, an industrial operator specializing in the production of innovative materials. Marrying the flexibility of an SME with industrial production
facilities, it is the goal of our company to provide customers with raw materials perfectly adapted to their specific production constraints. With the
launch of our Zetamix filament range in 2018, we are seeking to make ceramic and metal printing straightforward and widely accessible, whether
for laboratories, SMEs or large groups. www.zetamix.com
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